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crime, punishment: nasa to coulston

major tom  submits to surgeon general

 an eye for an eye  a heart for a heart

xenobiotics exotic     calling same! (different, so different)

 immunology’s golly from ham to ham that is

pig to chimp          limp on the inside

   xenotransplanted in the name of love

rondo

burning out the ruse of capital circulation

accumulation’s second ticks in offshore banks

swifter than tankers can shift hard currency

digital dials

reaching out to touch someone
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c3, p3: cordelia

dry-cure my meat        loves salt

 no peer but the leer of the chimp’s pimp

mission controls organ arrangement

        registers levers

shock of memory of shock       while earthbound spock babies

routinized on tested formula

 the blame and not white

sequence levers’ proper timing

   the master’s clock shall not destroy

   the master’s rocket

     

c3, p2: first infection

porcine endogenous retrovirus squirted by perverted science

 calling for cured meat  the duty of prosciutto

loved ones saved

 by the rave and mad

    manufacturing generic kidneys

     intercellular labour

 machine in meat

cure for a broken heart is another heart

porcine docile            ham for compassion

 bacon for bacon

god-given dominion over animal             processes

       pathetic prosthetic someone else’s real deal
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dance

a monkey or a pawn

 strength chesses in chains

                diagonal sidestep

a little cha cha cha

  with mother’s other

         not man but ham

or nam our chop chop

too close to airlift home

c3, p4: deep inside we’re all the same

or wet-cure in the brine of no time

   flesh preserved in immunology’s stolen hour

power of flowers cast to roadside while the whole hog goes on

 factory farming for meat or medicine

   perv infects human cells in culture

vulture’s nature to capitalize whatever moves               voracious

as polysexual possibility viral’s undiscriminating spiral 

 too fluid to graph

     or trace

  lace of our intimate biology  

connected by the meekness of micro

    the cycle that segues human to non


